Morning and Afternoon Sessions
Choose 1, 2 or Both!
8:00 AM-1:00 PM and/or 1:30 PM-6:30PM

EXCITING COURSES OFFERING:
Hands on
Real world job experience
Activities
Guest Speaker Presentations
Field Trips

Community Classroom Training
(Unpaid internship for hands-on work experience in local businesses)

Offered in many classes

Class Session Dates: June 13th—July 28th
(additional week and hours for 15 Credits)
BALDY VIEW ROP SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

SUMMER 2016

THE ART OF ANIMATION
BRICK, BLOCK AND STONEMASONRY (BOYS REPUBLIC)
CTE “BOOT CAMP” FOCUS ON PUBLIC SAFETY CAREERS
CAREERS IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT/CAREERS IN EDUCATION ♦
COMMUNITY EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM (CERT) +
CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION (CSI)
CRIMINOLOGY
INTRO TO ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
LANDSCAPE DESIGN/LANDSCAPE & TURF MANAGEMENT
RETAIL MARKETING ♦
MEDICAL FRONT OFFICE ♦
NUTRITION AND WELLNESS
ONLINE CTE LAB COURSES
PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINER ♦ +
PHARMACY CLERK
RETAIL FLORIST/EVENTS ♦
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE: FOOD, LAND & THE ENVIRONMENT
VIDEO GAME DESIGN

♦ DENOTES COMMUNITY CLASSROOM
+ DENOTES CPR/FIRST AID CERTIFICATION OFFERED

CLASS LOCATIONS

BALDY VIEW ROP
- CAREER TRAINING CENTER - 1501 South Bon View Street, Ontario, CA 91761

CHAFFEY JOINT UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
- CHAFFEY HIGH SCHOOL - 1245 North Euclid Avenue, Ontario, CA 91762
- VALLEY VIEW HIGH SCHOOL - 1801 East 6th Street, Ontario, CA 91764

CHINO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
- BOYS REPUBLIC - 1907 Boys Republic Dr, Chino Hills, CA 91709

CLAREMONT UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
- SAN ANTONIO HIGH SCHOOL - 125 West San Jose Street, Claremont, CA 91711
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THE ART OF ANIMATION
INDUSTRY SECTOR: ARTS, MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
Learn how to convey Ideas and tell a story using creativity and imagination. You will learn animation through theory and hands on training in art fundamentals, drawing, cartooning and animation basics. Learn computer graphics and digital imaging. Put your creativity to good use this summer!

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #201
#1157110 M–TH 8:00AM—1:00PM
10 CREDITS

CTE “BOOT CAMP”
FOCUS ON PUBLIC SAFETY CAREERS
INDUSTRY SECTOR: PUBLIC SERVICES
Students, this is your opportunity to start your high school career ahead of the game! Within this course you will experience career exploration, and research various career technical education opportunities. In addition you will learn about public safety careers and how the skills required for this industry are transferrable to any future career and your personal success. This course will teach you how to be successful throughout your high school years and beyond. Study skills are incorporated into the course that will assist you throughout your high school education. You will complete a portfolio to enable you in obtaining future employment.

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #101
#1141230 M–TH 8:00AM-1:00PM
10 CREDITS

CAREERS IN CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT/ CAREERS IN EDUCATION
INDUSTRY SECTOR: EDUCATION, CHILD DEV & FAMILY SERVICES
This course will prepare you for a future working with children in an educational setting. You will learn about child and growth development, program planning and health and safety.
COMMUNITY CLASSROOM INCLUDED—MUST BE 16 YRS
MEETS “G” / ELECTIVE” CRITERIA FOR UC “A-G” REQUIREMENTS
PREREQUISITE: PROOF OF NEGATIVE TB OR CHEST X-RAY

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #202
#1144000 M—TH 2:00PM—7:00PM
15 CREDITS

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM (CERT)
INDUSTRY SECTOR: PUBLIC SERVICES
Students, this is your opportunity to become certified in CPR, First Aid and Community Response Team Training (CERT) by FEMA! This course prepares you how to respond and assist others during a disaster. Topics covered are disaster preparedness, fire safe, disaster medical operations, and much more. Learn about how emergency preparedness is applied to public health emergencies and complex humanitarian emergencies.
CPR/FIRST AID CERTIFICATION OFFERED

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #503
#1142830 M–TH 8:00AM-1:00PM
10 CREDITS

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION (CSI)
INDUSTRY SECTOR: HEALTH SCIENCE & MEDICAL TECH
Here is your opportunity to have theory and hands on experience that would be required of a crime scene investigation. Students will take part in several hands on activities such as crime scene photography, the use of diagrams, and how to collect physical evidence such as fingerprints.

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #204
#1158400 M–TH 2:00PM—7:00PM
10 CREDITS

CRIMINOLOGY
INDUSTRY SECTOR: PUBLIC SERVICES
This program introduces you to the field of criminology, the study of crime. In the modern world, many citizens share a concern about criminal behaviors and intent. You will look at possible explanations for crime from psychological, biological, and sociological perspectives, explore the categories and social consequences of crime, and investigate how the criminal justice system handles criminals and their misdeeds. Program material will also explore some key questions, such as: Why do some individuals commit crimes while others do not? What aspects of culture and society promote crime? Why are different punishments given for the same crime? What factors, from arrest to punishment, help shape the criminal case process?

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #505
#1158450 M–TH 2:00-7:00PM
10 CREDITS

INTRODUCTION TO ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: PUBLIC SERVICES
Students, learn about civil law and its application to everyday life. Learn how civil laws affect family, business and social decision making.

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #505
#1158500 M–TH 8:00AM—1:00PM
10 CREDITS

LANDSCAPE DESIGN/LANDSCAPE & TURF MGMT
INDUSTRY SECTOR: AGRICULTURE & NATURAL RESOURCES
This course builds upon the skills and knowledge in landscape and is designed to prepare student for entry-level job in landscape and nursery occupations. Student will also learn the safe use of chemicals and fertilizers used in landscape gardening.

VALLEY VIEW HIS NURSERY
SESSION 1: #1240530 M–TH 8:00AM– 11:00AM
SESSION 2: #1240531 M–TH 12:00PM-3:00PM
CLASS SESSIONS: 5/23/16–6/27/16
10 CREDITS (STUDENT CAN EARN UP TO 20 CR IF PLACED IN INTERNSHIP)

VALLEY VIEW HIS NURSERY
#1240532 S 8:00AM-2:00PM
5 CREDITS
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RETAIL MARKETING
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MARKETING, SALES & SERVICES

If you like to shop, you will probably like to sell! Learn about the retail industry, marketing concepts, visual communication techniques combined with digital text and images in a variety of hands-on projects.

COMMUNITY CLASSROOM INCLUDED—MUST BE 16 YRS

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #502
#1141280  M-TH 2:00PM—7:00PM
15 CREDITS

MEDICAL FRONT OFFICE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: HEALTH SCIENCE & MEDICAL TECH

Student, will prepare for employment in a doctor’s office or medical facility. This opportunity will provide you with basic medical terminology, anatomy and physiology, patient interaction, appointment control, filing, bookkeeping and computer skills. Worksite training for a total of 75 hours in a medical office will be offered.

COMMUNITY CLASSROOM INCLUDED—MUST BE 16 YRS

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #502
#1142630  M-TH 8:00AM—1:00PM
15 CREDITS

NUTRITION AND WELLNESS
INDUSTRY SECTOR: HEALTH SCIENCE & MEDICAL TECH

Learn the fundamentals of nutrition, physical, mental and emotional health! Nutritional research, preparation for careers in clinical, and food service settings will be offered. This course introduces you to the relationship between food, food choices, nutrient metabolism and medical nutrition therapy to meet health needs. Evaluate your own nutrition and wellness practices and learn to set goals for a healthy life.

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #501
#1142810  M-TH 8:00AM—1:00PM
10 CREDITS

PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINER
INDUSTRY SECTOR: HEALTH SCIENCE & MEDICAL TECH

Are you interested in your own personal fitness or a career assisting others with theirs? Either way this course is for you! Learn how to design a personal fitness plan, promote use of safe and effective prescription through appropriate client screening and consultation. Earn your CPR and First Aid Certification! You will have the opportunity to work in a gym or fitness facility for hands on internship experience.

COMMUNITY CLASSROOM INCLUDED—MUST BE 16 YRS
CPR/FIRST AID CERTIFICATION OFFERED

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #501
#1142820  M-TH 2:00PM—7:00PM
15 CREDITS

PHARMACY CLERK
INDUSTRY SECTOR: HEALTH SCIENCE & MEDICAL TECH

Students, have you ever wondered what it would be like to work in a pharmacy and have a great career in the health industry? This course will prepare you for employment in retail pharmacy. You will learn to interpret prescriptions, type prescription labels and enter orders into a computer. You will take part in an internship in a local pharmacy for real world job experience.

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #102
#1142670  M-TH 8:00AM—1:00PM
10 CREDITS

RETAILFLORIST/EVENTS
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MARKETING, SALES & SERVICES

Experience the connection between events planning and floristry as you have the opportunity to be placed in local florist/event planning facilities. You will be given the opportunity to take part in a community event planning project!

COMMUNITY CLASSROOM INCLUDED—MUST BE 16 YRS

CHAFFEY HS RM #204
#1141300  M-TH 8:00AM—1:00PM
Class Sessions: 5/23/16—7/7/16
15 CREDITS
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE: FOOD, LAND & THE ENVIRONMENT
INDUSTRY SECTOR: AGRICULTURE BUSINESS
Do you ever wonder how the food that ends up on your table is grown and marketed? Sustainable Agriculture provides knowledge about the future of food production, management, ecology, and social justice issues dealing with the current food supply chain. It will explore trends that emphasize plan science and the production of plants for food and fiber. Once a week students will apprentice at the Pomona College Organic Farm. This partnership is an integral component of the course for leadership development, career exploration and reinforcement of academic concepts.

SAN ANTONIO HS
M—F 8:00AM—2:30PM
SESSION 1: 06/20/16—07/01/16 SESSION 2: 07/11/16-07/22/16
#1140740 5 CREDITS #1140741 5 CREDITS

VIDEO GAME DESIGN
INDUSTRY SECTOR: ARTS, MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
If you love computer/video games, this class is for you! You will be given the opportunity to learn both the theory and application of gaming ideas. Basic instruction and principles of video game development will be taught.

CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM #201
#1157520 M-Th 2:00PM—7:00PM
10 CREDITS

ONLINE CTE LAB COURSES
In partnership with Odysseyware, Baldy View ROP is offering an Online CTE Lab program. Students must complete any two (2) classes for the summer session. Learners will come to school/class daily and work in the computer lab.

Students will choose any two (2) of the following courses and receive 10 CREDITS upon completion. An instructor will be available to answer student questions during summer school hours.

ALL ONLINE CTE COURSES HELD AT CAREER TRAINING CENTER RM 101—M-TH 1:30PM—6:30PM

BUSINESS LAW #1141220
This course is designed to provide students with the knowledge of some of the vital legal concepts that affect commerce and trade, gaining familiarity with how laws are created and interpreted. Students will be introduced to the types of businesses that can be created to engage in commerce as well as the contractual and liability considerations that can impact business. Laws, global commerce and international agreements, treaties, organizations and courts that can affect business will also be discussed. Additional consumer/environmental protections and bankruptcy options will be explained as well as options for dispute resolution and alternative dispute resolution.

FUNDAMENTALS OF PROGRAMMING & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT #1157290
This course will provide students with an understanding of basic software development concepts and practices, issues affecting the software industry, careers within the software industry, and the skills necessary to perform well in these occupations. They will learn about core concepts in programming using Java, writing and debugging code, proper syntax, flow of control, order of operations, comparison operators, and program logic tools and models. They will learn the function of key program techniques including if statements, looping, and arrays. They will also learn about web development, the software development life cycle, programming languages, etc.

OFFICE APPLICATIONS 1 #1146140
This course explores the use of application skills in Microsoft Word, Publisher, and PowerPoint 2010. Students will use these applications to design, develop, create, edit, and share business documents, publications, and presentations.

OFFICE APPLICATIONS 2 #1146220
This course explores the use of applications skills in Microsoft Excel (spreadsheet terminology, data entry, formatting, formulas, functions, charts, graphs, and feature in the backstage view) and Microsoft Access (relational database terminology, creating/modifying tables, forms queries, and reports). Students will use these applications to design, develop, create, edit, and share business spreadsheet and database documents.

INTRO TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY #1146130
This course introduces student to the knowledge base and technical skills that will help them to successfully compete for jobs within the Information Technology Career Cluster. In addition to learning about career tracks for this cluster, students will learn the basic components and structure of a computer system, design and implement a basic network while being introduced to multiples types of network systems, apply mobile computing technology capabilities to learning and business, identify a variety of operating systems, plan develop and implement an information system, etc.

INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN SERVICES #1158000
This course introduces high school students to the possibilities for careers in the human services professions with entry-level positions, such as associate social workers, that require only a two-year Associate of Arts degree, to being a psychiatrist which requires many years of school and training. Students will learn exactly what the human services are, the ethics and philosophies of the helping professions, the history of the profession, as well as the impact of the cultural, social, and economic environment on individual people, especially those who are in need of social services assistance.

PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS & FINANCE #1141270
This course introduces students to the fundamental structure of the American economy, the complexities of the global economy, and the principles, practices, and strategies associated with starting, managing or simply working for a business.

TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS #1141240
In this course students gain an understanding of emerging technologies, operating systems, and computer networks. Additionally, they create a variety of bundle business documents including complex word processing documents, spreadsheets with charts and graphs, database files, and electronic presentations.

SMALL BUSINESS ENTREPRENEURSHIP #1141210
This course provides students with the skills needed to effectively organize, develop, create, and manage their own business while exposing them to the challenges, problems, and issues faced by entrepreneurs.
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WHAT IS COMMUNITY CLASSROOM?
Community Classroom is unpaid training at a job site. Training usually takes place during your class hours. It is your responsibility to secure transportation to and from the site. Student must be at least 16 years old.

HOW DO I ENROLL?
Register with your career technician on your high school campus or call 909-347-3400 x-1322 or 909-980-6490. Registration is available online at www.baldyviewrop.com (NOTE: You must attend class on the first day or you may be dropped.)

WHAT GRADE LEVELS CAN ATTEND THE SUMMER SESSION?
Enrollment is open to students who will be in the 9th, 10, 11th, 12th for the 2016/2017 school year. Graduating Seniors for 2015/2016 may enroll in Introduction to Construction and Industrial Trades only.

IS THERE A FEE FOR ROP CLASSES?
As of July 1, 2015, BVROP is no longer direct-funded by the State of California. BVROP is now funded by our member districts, as a service provider supporting their local control accountability plans (LCAPs).

Our agreement with our member districts for these funds provides that ROP/CTE services are reserved for students attending high schools, continuation high schools, and alternative high schools belonging to Chaffey JUHSD, Chino Valley USD, Claremont USD, and Upland USD.

All other grade 9-12 students or school entities may access BVROP services by contacting Forest DeRenzo, Assistant Superintendent of Educational Services (forest_derenzo@bvrop.org) to obtain the fee-for-service costs and registration protocol.

CAN I ENROLL IN MORE THAN ONE COURSE?
Yes. You can enroll in multiple courses as long as the class schedules do not conflict.

WILL I RECEIVE A CERTIFICATE?
Yes. You must earn a “C” or better at completion of your ROP class to receive a certificate.

IS THERE AN AGE REQUIREMENT?
Some classes have an age requirement. Courses which have requirements and/or prerequisites can be found at the conclusion of each course description.